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CHAPl'ER I 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Research and clinical studies with children indicate that 
aggressive patterns of behavior do not constitute an unitary behavior 
oharaoteristic, except at a superficial and phenotypic level of des-
cription. Nor is the genesis of aggressiveness the same in all cases. 
Hewitt and Jenkins (12) have delineated three major behavior 
patterns in children: the unsociali&ed aggressive child, the social-
ized d.elinquent and the over inhibited child. This study, however, is 
concerned with only the two aggressive behavior classifications: the 
unaocialized aggressive and the socialised delinquent. 
!he syndrome pattern .ot unaocialized aggressive behavior im-
' 
plies the behavior of a child who is defiantly aggressive toward 
others, who shows no regard for their rights as fellow-persona, and 
who feels no responsibility tor their well being. He seems to have a 
complete lack of feelings of shame or guilt for a� of his behavior. 
The six items included as "symptoms" of this fundamental mal-
adjustment pattern are: 
1. assaultive. tendencies -
2. initiatory fignting -
3. cruelty -
deliberate acts of violence 
against other persons. When 
thwarted, uses physical force 
to attain desired goal. 
inclined to bully and boss 
others, is seldom able to get 
along with others but manages 
to throw the blame on some one 
else. 
his treatment to others ia 
"mean." He deliberately hurts 
others. 
4. open defiance of authority - rude and openly antagonistic 
toward any peraon in author­
ity, tre�ent outbursts of 
temper when crossed. 
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5· malicious mischief - deliberately destroys property 
of others. 
6. inadequate guilt feelings - he readily deceives others to 
avoid discomfort and refuses 
to accept any blame for his 
own misbehavior. 
The behavioral difficulties of the socialised delinquent boy 
bear certain resemblances to those of the unsocialized aggressive boy, 
he too is deceptive and defiant toward authority. He may blame others 
tor hi1 acts and bully those weaker than himaelf; but in none of these 
does he approach the aggressiveness of the unsocialized aggressive 
boy. 
His pattern of behavior differs in two major aspects from the 
un.ooialized aggressive behavior syndrome. 
First, the child described by this concept is "socialized" 
in the sense that he gets along well with other 
children of his own in-group. Compared to other 
children, he may hold a slight edge in popularity 
among his classmates. He is a willing group partic­
ipant within his own gang. 
Second, his aggressive behavior is directed more against 
formal rules of society than against another person, 
as in the case of the unsocialized boy. 
The qualifying adjective "socialised" is coupled with 
•delinquency� in a peculiar sense. In common parlance, any behavior 
which is delinquent is assumed to be "anti-social." The use of the 
term here is concerned, however, not so much with moral implications 
of behavior as with the psychological implications. The boy who is 
.•. il 
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a member of a well organized delinquent gang is •socialized• 1n that 
he is a capable and willing participant of this particular group. 
even though he may feel no allegiance or obligations to persons out-
aide of this group. The unaocialiJed aggressive child is character-
ized precisely by his inability to make such an adjustment. 
Actually. Hewitt and Jenkins use the terms •socialized delin­
quent• and '\socialised aggressin• interchangeably. This involves 
a certain admixture of both le�l and psychological terminology. 
�lin�ency• is basically a legal term which implies a form ot moral 
judgment. •Aggressive" is a descriptive term with no necessary moral 
implications. Consequently. for purposes of the present study, the 
writer will use the �erm •socialized aggressive" instead o f  the term 
"socialized delinquent." 
To make sure that the cases selected to represent this syndrome 
would meet both these criteria. first - that he gets along well with 
other children of his own in-group, and is a willing group participant 
within his own gang. and second - that his aggressive behavior is 
directed more against formal rules of society than against another 
person, Hewitt and Jenkins delineated seven traits as symptomatic 
manifestations of the implied behavior: 
1.  gang activities 
2. association with 
membership in a fairly well organ­
ized group indulging in socially 
unapproved activities. 
undesirable companions - persons who deviate from standards 
of organized society. 
3. co-operative stealing - stealing in company of others. 
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4. furtive stealing 
5· habitual school truancy 
6. running away from home overnigh.t 
7. staying out late nights 
In addition to requiring that at least three ot these seven items be 
preaent- at least one ot the first three items was required to assure 
evidence ot the child's "companionability." The last tour items may 
be common to both the unsocialized aggressive boy and the socialized 
aggressive boy_ but the first three items describe situations in which 
the unsocialized aggressive boy cannot make an a�justment. 
The study b,y Hewitt and Jenkins was based on the hypothesis; 
C�ildren who differ from each other in expressing fundamentally 
different patterns ot behavior maladjustment (which tor them­
however- are rational patterns ot adjustment to the situations 
which they have experienced ) must have experienced fundamental­
ly different patterns ot environmental circum.tanceaJ and con­
versely# ch ildren who are exposed to such fundamentally differ­
ent patterns ot situations will exhibit fundamentally differ­
ent patterns ot maladjustment. (12, p. 1) 
A major shortcoming ot many studies conducted prior to the 
Hewitt and Jenkins study was that the behavior in question was defined 
merely by describing the antecedent provocative circumstances. Either 
the behavioral classifications were so broad that behavioral items 
with essentially different meanings and implications to the child were 
thrown together- or single items ot behavior were so narrowly defined 
that other slight variations ot behavior having the same essential 
meaning were excluded from the classification. 
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Hewitt and Jenkins selected. from the data accumulated tor their 
study. a group ot behavioral items which were sufficiently alike in 
their implications to be considered as symptoms of the same fUndament-
al pattern of maladjustment-reaction. 
Relatively few previous studies had attempted any intensive 
comparisons between differences in types or behavioral maladjustment 
and types or situational backgrounds. There had been some pioneer 
work done in the developing of patterns of either behavior traits or 
situational elements but with limited effort at combining the two 
types. 
These earlier studies pointed to a way tor this delineation by 
Hewitt and Jenkins. Work done by Lev,r (15) a decade ago. proposed a 
group ot symptomatic manifestations of a pattern which he called 
"maternal overprotection." Students working under his guidance ex-
� 
� 
plored the concepts and origins of •maternal overprotection" and 
� 
-
nmaternal rejection" but did not •ttempt to analyze the implications 
for the behavior of children exposed to them. Later, Newell (20) 
made a study of the nature (but not the results) of parental reject-
ion. In 1935 Fitz-Simons (9) reported a group of thirteen •rejected 
-
children" to have a higher aTerage of entries on a list of aggressive 
behavior traits than did the non-rejected children among a selected 
clinical sample of "problem children." Those same •rejected" children. 
however. exhibited fewer than the clinical average number of witBdraw-
ing behavior traits. On the other hand, nine children designated as 
"overprotected" by their mothers exhibited few symptoms of aggressive 
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behavior • and more than the average of withdrawing symptoms. In 1938 
Symonds ( 23) reported a paired comparison study of thirty-two •reject-
ed11 children with an equal number of "accepted" children. in 'Which he 
reported a 
The rejected child is destined, on the average, to show those 
strong aggressive traits, to be hostile and antagonistic 
toward those with whom he must have dealings • and to develop 
tendencies which may lead to delinquency. 
More recently Bonny (5). Coghill (8), and Roseheim (24) have expressed 
the same conclusions. Rosehetm in discussing children whose rejection 
has existed since infancy, states: 
In general, the nature of the disturbance produced is well 
known. These individuals have never been loved and have never 
learned to love. They lack ability to establish relationships 
with people; and there is a real lack of responsiveness and 
affection, in an essential sense, they are unapproachable. 
(24. PP• .486-494) 
Topping clearly outlines a definite picture of -oelinquent boys who, 
as a frequently repeated pattern of behavior • make violent and danger-
ous attacks." She concludeaa 
Clinical impressions, in some instances supported b,y statis­
tical analysis and in no instance contradicted by such evi­
dence, lead me to list the following characteristics as typic­
al or, at least, as disproportionately frequent in this groupa 
1. Early rejection by parent or guardians. 
2. An evident and verbalized sense that •nobody cares." 
3. A masked but acute desire for acceptance and affection. 
4. Pronounced ambivalence. 
5· Childhood experiences in neighborhoods of low standards. 
6. Aggressive speech with much talk of killing. 
1· A sense of the pressure of living being too great 
8. A sense of having a hard life, ot being faced with 
unequal odds. 
9· Easy resort to dangerous weapons. 
10. Indifference to consequences, even to death as a 
penalty. 
11. Lack of humor. 
12. Lack of insight. 
13. Frequently overpronounoed sex drives. (25, PP• 48�92) 
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In a similar, but more extensive study, Bennett and Rogers anal7zed a 
wider range of behavior syndromes, and concluded: 
The child who is aggressivel7 hostile toward his fellows, the 
hyperaoti ve youngster, and the child who shows a variety of 
coincident behavior disorders, appears especially difficult 
to treat. Despite intensive remedial efforts, prognosis 
proved relativel7 unfavorable when such problems were observed. 
Study of these particular ayndromes might be of real benefit 
to the clinical field. 
The stuqy failed to identity � treatment procedure 
applicable to one problem syndrome and to no other. Nor could 
we associate any aymptom complex with one pattern of experience 
which did not obtain in other oases. The differences reported 
are differences in emphasis, in proportion. Rarely did they 
approach an all or none differentiation of problem groups. 
Certainly the process of diagnosis has not been reduced to a 
formula. (3, pp. 222-229) 
On a whole, with older children and adolescents, treatment 
efforts with the unsocialized aggressive child have been less success-
ful than efforts with the socialized aggressive child. Newell (21 ),  
in coDIIII.8nting on a atudy made by Symonds, states: 
Those of us who have tried to treat these cases will agree 
with Dr. Symonds' findings that of all clinic cases, they are 
the hardest to help. Two factors, it seems to me, tend to 
interfere with suocesstul treatment. Frequently rejecting 
parents resent any one who can win the love of their child 
and the,y oppose the therapist, either openly or subtly. The 
other factor lies in the ohild himaelf. These children have 
been hurt so frequently that it is almost impossible for them 
to accept a close therapeutic relationship. {23, pp. 679-686) 
Hewitt and Jenkins have described the unsocialized aggressive child in 
therapy. They have shown that the method of therapy suoceasful with 
the overinhibited child is not adapted to.the unsocialized aggressive 
child. They states 
• • • Older children and adolescents who are or the unsocial­
ized aggressive makeup usually cannot be effectively treated 
outside or an institution because adequate control is im­
possible in the open democratically organized community. 
• • • It must be recognized that the unsocialized aggressive 
individual will frequently seek to protect himself from de­
veloping an attachment tor anyone, and may respond negatively 
when he begins to feel himself becoming attached, this must 
be accepted as one or the problems or treatment. (12, p. 87) 
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Without intending to become enmeshed in the problem of the 
psychopath, there can be noted similarities between the unsocialized 
aggressive child and the psychopath described in the clinical profile 
delineated by Cleckley (7). The seventeen points listed by Cleckley 
have been reduced by Halpin (11 ). to five fundamental criteria tor 
recognizing the psychopath: 
1.  Impulsivi!r - erratic and bizarre �ehavior; planleasneas 
ot life patttrn; actiTation by short-term 
goals. 
2 .  High degree of egocentricity 
3· Poverty of affect, with specific incapacity tor object-love, 
and conspicuous lack of guilt-feelings. 
4. Lack of consistent moral and ethical standards; opportunism. 
5· Inability to learn or profit from experience; this in spite 
or adequate 
intelligence. 
He describes the psychopath as a person who has never allawed himself 
to suffer or enja.y the integrated emotional consequences of experi-
ence and who is literally not able to learn from such an experience. 
The psychopath does not see himself as different from others and thus 
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does not gain insight into his behavior. He cannot tolerate the pain 
of insight. llhitaker, in speaking of the "Junior Paychopath11 states: 
One of the things that is most frustrating in any institution 
tor delinquents is the arrival of the junior psychopath. His 
pattern of smoothness, pseudo-atfect, irresponsibility, per­
sistent trouble-making, and adroitness in campus intrigue is 
disturbing; the more so since it is almost impossible to pin 
reaponsibili ty on him. Everyone knows that he causes moat of 
the trouble, and yet the only thing which can be really proven 
is his attitude. He is oonnivingly belligerent, dependent, 
blutting, whining, affectionate, or blustering by turns. He 
can deliver as expediency demands in the gratification of his 
need of the moment. (27, pp. 239-250) 
Topping (26) has described the socialized delinquent boy as 
•pseudo-social" or a boy who may be said to be socialized within a 
delinquent group. He is at the opposite extreme from the unsocialized 
"lone wolf• boy. His attitude toward society is similar to the asocial 
or unsocialised boy, but he differs in that he adheres to a well de-
fined code which gives him loyalty to a well chosen few. His virtues 
are: loyalty, generosity, daring, self-reliance, initiative and re-
source.t'ulness. He loves independence and wishes to live his own life. 
She states specifically: 
Even with these pseudo-social boys, therefore, rapport can 
be achieved through the usual "accepting• techniques, friendly 
comment, expression of interest, appeal to love of fair pl�, 
sense of humor and a flair tor logio. • • • It is important 
above all to aooept this type of boy on terms o f  equality as 
an adult well entitled to his viewpoint. Some •don'ts" 
in treatment ot these boys would seem to be: don't shoot too 
high; don't attempt deep level therapy unless there are ex­
ceptional facilities in the number of skilled personnel; 
don't focus on seeking to develop insight. On the other hand, 
under suitable conditions, treatment at a deeper level would be 
interesting from an experimental point of view. 
In conclusion it may be said that the fundamental 
socialisation of the pseudo-social boy and capacity for 
loyalt.y provide the ace cards for wider adjustment. The 
maturing process, the treatment the boy reoei ves, and the 
influence of other persons upon him may largely determine 
whether he will swell the ranks of orime, find himself in 
the ranks of labor, or enrolled in such groups as the C. c. C. 
or the Armed Forces of the Country. 
With the peeudo-social boy the effort must be not to 
wean him from his code, but to win him to its wider applica­
tion. His capacity for loyalty, his other good qualities and 
his fundamental socialization here become important assets in 
treatment. The effort should be to divert his drive into 
socially acceptable channels rather than to uncover deep­
seated contliota. (26, pp. ,5,-360 ) 
The similarit.y in the outward manifestations of anti-social 
behavior on the part of both groups of these children sometimes 
deceives teachers and lay workers, with the result that insufficient 
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attention is paid to the need for adequate differential diagnosis, as 
a basis for appropriate "treatment." Both the socialized aggressive 
and the unsocialized aggressive boy show their aggression, by word or 
act, as a feeling of hostility. Such behavior as lying, stealing, 
defiance of authority, running away from home or school truancy might 
be common to both the so cialized and the unsocialized boy. Hostility 
is expressed by both groups toward authority and adult society. Burt 
has classified a child as delinquenta �en his anti-social tendencies 
appear so grave that he becomes, or ought to become, the subject of 
official action." (6, p. 15 ) Reoogni�ing that all delinquent be-
havior is symptomatic, it becomes the duty of those persons who deal 
with the delinquent boy to look for and recognize the underlying 
causes for the anti-social behavior. If the family is to be consider-
ed as the instrument for preparing the child to live as a member of a 
larger aociety, then we must examine the factors in the family life to 
determine whether he has never been loved or if conditions in later 
childhood have caused the hostility which is reflected in his 
aggression. 
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The aggressive child, whether he is socialized or unsocialized, 
presents a problem in the class room. He is a tense, unhappy young­
ster who often is a threat and a very disturbing element to the class­
room teacher. His behavior cometimes causes chaos in a well ordered 
group. When his anti-social behavior is exhibited, the conscientious 
teacher regards him with genuine concern and looks for a way to help 
h�. 
In the Oak Ridge Schools, children who display �oth types of 
aggressive behavior patterns are sometimes referred for play therapy. 
The referrals for children showing the unsocialized aggressive behavior 
patterns outnumber the referrals for children showing socialized 
aggressive behavior patterns. This may be due to the fact that at the 
elementary school age, some of the behavior patterns of the socialized 
aggressive in many instances are hidden from the observation of the 
teacher. Murphey, Shirley, and Witmer (19) report a stuqy of hidden 
delinquency in which they cite instances of delinquent acts, hidden 
from public view, that could have brought the cases into court at a 
much younger age if they had been apprehended. 
Implicit in referrals for play therapy, though often unverbal­
ized, is the assumption that play therapy will prove equally effi­
cacious with both types of cases. There appears to be insufficient 
evidence to justify this assumption. Little has been reported 
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concerning controlled studies of play therapy with aggressive children. 
Bodman (4) cites the case of a ten year old boy who was violently 
aggressive, particularly to the staff, and who seemed to feel all 
adults were savage. Yet after twenty sessions of play therapy he 
proTed to be a charming, friendly, responsible boy. In discussing 
other oases, he states: 
At a latter stage, the boy's problem is a problem of eelf-oontrol. 
He finds difficulty in managing his hostility and is preoccupied 
with measures of controling it. It is difficult to persuade 
these older boys to play -- they are afraid of being thought 
babyish -- but when given sufficient encouragement, their play 
is typically the construction of an elaborate system of defense 
• • • • aggression against other children is more easily ex­
pressed than hostility to parents. (4, p. 183-187) 
Whitaker (27) cites the case of an eighteen year old boy who was 
aggressive to the extent of tearing furnishings from the room when 
placed in "solitar,y." During therapy the patient resolved his deep 
hatred for his father. A year later, he was more successful both in 
his job and personal relationships. Andriola (1) describes the play 
therapy sessions with a ten year old aggressive boy. After ten 
sessions, the presenting·symptomsz tics, extreme timidity, poor 
school work, and nail biting (partially) disappeared. Axline (2) 
reports the case of a twelve year old aggressive boy who was referred 
for play therapy because he was anti-social, aggressi ve and insisted 
that everyone blamed him unfairly for the trouble in which he usually 
found himself. Treatment of the case was a combination of individ ual 
and group contacts. Concerning this case Axline states: 
While one supplemented the other, the therapy was successful 
on several counts because of group experience. Tom had never 
before been accepted as a member of a group. At the con­
clusion of the therapy, he hAd found his place in the group; 
he understood himself better; he became a leader. Although he 
still has occasional difficulties, he seems to have achieved 
the necessary inaignt to maintain a place in the group and to 
have overcome the need to retain defensive, anti-social be­
havior. (2, p. 52) 
Due to the almoat univeraal agreement among psychiatrists, 
psychologists, and other professional workers in child guidance work 
that the psychopath is "untouchable'• by the moat accepted methods of 
psychotherapy, and recognizing that the unaocialized aggressive boy 
has behavior patterns similar to the psychopath, there seems to be a 
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need for a controlled study uaing play tlierapy with both the unsocial-
ized aggressive boy and the socialized aggressive boy. 
It has been assumed by Topping (26) that the socialized 
. . 
aggressive boy, who has a capacity for.companionability, and has a well 
. . 
'defined code of loyalty, will respond to relationship therapy, while 
the unsocialized aggresaive boy lacks this ability for forming a re-
lationship. 
Data from studies by llerrill (18), Kvaraceus (11..,.), Murphy, 
Shirley, and Witmer (19), show that the average age of referral for 
treatment of both the unaocialised aggressive and the socialized 
aggressive boy has usually been during adolescence. Therefore to be 
of help in identifying and treating these children, there is an ad-
vantage in focusing attention upon subjects at an age prior to 
adolescence. 
The Problem 
This study seeks to determine whether there is a difference in 
the beha�ior of these two groups of aggressive boys in a pl� therapy 
situation, and whether there is a definable difference in the wa y in · 
�ch they respond to plar therapy. 
Specifically will children who exemplity unsocialized aggressive 
behavior and those who show socialised aggressive behavior display 
different behavior in a play therapy situation? 
CHAP.rER II 
PROCEDURE 
Selection of Cases 
This study is based on six cases. These cases were selected 
from referrals in the guidance files at the Oak Ridge Schools, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Because of Tarious manifestations of •ag-
greasiTen behavior these children had been referred to the visiting 
teacher by their teachers or by members of the Guidance Department. 
Three of the cases were chosen as rapresentative of the unsocialized 
aggressive child and three as representative of the socialized ag-
gressive child. 
Age. All six children had chronological ages between 11-0 and 
11-11. Age eleven was chosen for this study because, as shown by 
Kvaraceus: 
It has been conclusively demonstrated in other cities that 
many of the most difficult offenders are those who start their 
criminal careers at an early age, usually age 12 or younger. 
(14, p. 36) 
He cites a study of 761 cases referred to the Paasaio Children's Bu-
reau, Middlesex County, New Jersey, showing a sharp break between the 
11 and 12 as the initial age for referral. Only 52 cases were re-
ferred at the age of 11 in comparison to 100 oases referred at the age 
' 
of 12. Children of this age who show forms of aggressive delinquent 
behavior can be treated while they are still non-delinquent from a 
legal point of view. though maladjusted. This is preferable to delay-
ing treatment until after an overt delinquent act occurs. 
Sex. All six cases were boys. Studies of aggressive and de­
linquent children show that aggressive patterns of behavior are more 
common in boys than in girls. Kvaraceus (14. p. 35) found that the 
age and sex of children at first referral shows a ratio of one girl 
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to three boys. Similarly, Merrill (18, p. 332) cites data concerning 
the age and sex of 300 delinquents, in which the ratio is one girl to 
four boys. Apropos of this Tiewpoint. Hewitt and Jenkins remark: 
Either the problema for which children are referred to a guid­
ance center occur somewhat one sidedly among the sexes than do 
acts which merit a court appearance; or the cultural norms 
which tend to protect girls from court appearances do not oper­
ate with the same intensity in preventing suoh girls from 
referred for clinical examination and treatment. 
Support for this later explanation is found in Pro­
fessor A. E. Wood's comment regarding the incident of court 
appearances among boys and girls, based upon similar series 
of statistics reported by the Children's Bureau. •Girl de­
linquents contribute from one-seventh to one-ninth of the 
total number, as measured by the statistics of the twenty­
eight reporting courta. It would not be safe to assume. 
however, that the relatively small number of court appear­
ances of delinquent girls indicates a corresponding absence 
of misbehavior. It is usually the polioy or both the police 
and the agencies to treat unofficially all minor offenses of 
young girls to spare them the stigma of a court appearance. 
When girls are apprehended and brought to court, it is in most 
cases for some serious offense." (12, p. 20) 
Intelligence. Each boy chosen had a Stanford-Binet I.Q. score 
"within normal limits. " --i.e•, within the range of I. Q. 90 to 110. 
Community. All cases were selected from Oak Ridge elementary 
schools. Two of these cases were from the same school. The remaining 
four cases were from different schools. 
The actual selection of the cases used in this study was made 
by the School Psychologist, Mr. Allen Hodges. The following steps 
were taken in determining the cases to be used: 
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1. Guidance personnel selected aggressive eleven year old boys 
to whom their attention had been called in the past and 
referred these children to the psychologist. 
2. Teachers were asked to refer oases in which aggressiveness 
had been observed as well as oases where bad influences in 
the home and school might possibly contribute to the child's 
behavior. 
3 . Each case was examined and disoarded when the age, sex, and 
I. Q. factor did not oonfonn to the experimental design. 
4. Case histories were obtained on the subjects satisfying the 
age, sex and I. Q. criteria, by a visiting teacher or guid­
ance staff member who knew very little of the study design. 
The case hiatory form used may be found in Appendix A. 
The behavioral traits, as reported in the school, the home and 
the community were entered in the case history form and on the basis 
of this information, the selections were made. 
Three of these oases were chosen because they showed the 
"situational" pattern and syndrome statistically found to be most 
'indicative of the unaocialized aggressive: 
a. Assaultive tendencies. 
b. Initiatory fighting. 
c. Cruelty. 
d. Defiance of authority. 
e. Malicious mischief. 
f. Inadequate guilt feelings. 
T.hree or more of the above �toms were present before the 
subject was placed in the unsocialized category• 
The other three cases were chosen because they showed the 
"situatione,J." pattern characteristic of the socialized delinquent: 
a. Bad companions. 
b. Gang- activities. 
c. Co-operative stealing. 
d. Furtive stealing. 
• 
a • Truancy from home • 
f'. Habitual school truancy. 
g. Staying out late at night. 
At least three of' these traits were required to be present 
before a olaaaitication of' "socialized aggressive• could be made. 
Furthenaore it -.a stipulated that one of' the first three iteu 
must also be observed. 
A third group, the •overinhibited," were differentiated sta-
tiatioally by Hewitt and Jenkins with the following traits given as 
symptomatic: 
a. Seclusiveness 
b. Shyneu 
c. Apathy 
d. Worrying 
e. sensitiveness 
t. submissiveness 
While not directly related to the present study, the symptoms of' 
"overinhibited behavior• must be kept in mind so as to eliminate, 
as f� as possible, individuals with symptoms of the overinhibited. 
The purpose was to isolate relatively "pure" oases of socialized and 
unsooialized aggressiveness. 
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Subjects Selected * 
Name Birthdate Chronological Age I.Q. 
1. Brody 9/22/39 11-5 100 
• The names of' all subjects have been disguised to prevent identification. 
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Diagnostic Signs 
Unsocialized aggressive Socialized Overinhibi ted 
a. Assaultive a. Bad companions - a. Secluaiveness 
tendencies I 
b. Initiatory b. Gang activities - b. Seyness 
fighting 
� 
1 c. Cruelty c. Cooperative c. Worrying 
stealing 
d. Defiance of d. Furtive 
authority I stealing ' 
e. Malicious 
mischief 1 e. Truancy from 
home 
f. Inadequate 
guilt feelings - f. Habitual school 
truancy 
g. Staying out 
late at 
night 
4 0 0 
Diagnosis: UDsocialized aggressive. 
Name Birth date Chronological Age I.Q. 
2. Bobby 10/10/38 11-10 la. 
Unsocialized aggressive Socialized Overinhibited 
a. Assaultive a. Bad companions a. Seclusiveness 
tendencies I 
b. Inittat:ory b. Gang activities I b. Seyness 
fighting I 
o. Cruelt)"' I c. Co�operative c. Worrying 
d. Defiance of d. 
stealing 
Furtive 
authority I stealing 
e. llalioious e. Truancy from 
mischief home 
r. Inadequate f. Habitual school 
guilt feelings I truancy 
g. Staying out 
I late nights 
5 2 0 
Diagnosisa Predominate� unsocialized 
Name Birthdate 
3. Johnny 
Unsocialiaed aggressive Socialized 
Chronological Age I.Q. 
11-5 91 
Overinhibited 
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a. Assaultive a. Bad companions 
I 
a. Seclusiveness I 
·tendencies 
b. Initiatory b. Gang activities -
fighting 
� 
c. Cruelty c. Co-operative 
b. Shyness 
c. Worrying 
stealing 
d. Defiance of d. Furtive 
authority I stealing 
e. Malicious e. Truancy from 
mischief ? home 
f. Inadequate f. Habitual school 
guilt feelings I truancy 
g. Staying out 
late nights 
5 0 1 
Diagnosis a Unsocialiaed. 
4. Buster 10-10-38 11-4 93 
Unsocialized aggressive Socialised Overinhibited 
a. Assaultive a. Bad companions I a. Seclusiveness -
tendencies ? 
b. Initiatory b. Gang activities I b. Shyness 
fighting ? 
c. Cruelty c. Co-operative 
stealing 
c. Worrying 
d. Defiance of d. Furtive 
authority stealing 
e. Malicious e. Truancy from 
mischief ' home 
f. Inadequate f. Habitual school 
guilt feelings - truancy tl 
g. Staying out 
late nights 
0 3 
Not habitual school truancy .. but will skip school 'Whenever an 
opportunity is given. 
Diagnoaisa Socialized aggressive. 
0 
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Name Birthdate Chronological Age I.Q. 
5· Basil 4/13�8 11-10 103 
Unsocialized aggressive Socialized Overinhibited 
a. Auaultive a. Bad companions I a. Seclusivene s s  -
tendencies 
b. Initiatory b. Gang activities I b. Shynes s  
fighting 
c. Cruelty c. Co-operative c. Worrying 
stealing I 
d. Defiance of' d. Furtive 
authority I stealing I 
e. Jlalicious e. Truancy f'rom 
ail chief' ? home 
t. Inadequate f. Habitual school 
guilt feelings - truancy 
g. Staying out I late nights 
1 5 0 
Diagnosis: Socialized aggres sive 
6.  Cyril 2/2$�9 11-2 91 
Unsocialized aggressive Socialized Overinhibited 
a. Assaultive a. Bad co mpanions I a. S eclusivenes s  
tendencies 
b. Initt.,atory b. Gang activities I b. Shynes s 
fighting I 
c. Cruelty c. Co-operative 
stealing I c. Worrying 
d. Defiance of d. Furtive 
authority stealing I 
e. llalicious e. Truancy f'rom 
mis chief' home 
r. Inadequate t. He.bi tual s cho ol 
guilt feelings - truancy 
g. Staying out 
late nights 
1 4 0 
Dia.gnolis a Socialized aggre ssive 
TABLE I 
SOCIALIZED AND UNSOCIALIZED AGGRESSIVE PAIRS MATCHED 
IN RESPECT TO CHRONOlOGICAL AGE AND I.Q. 
Pair No. C • .A.. I.Q. 
Soc. Unsoo. Soc. Unsoo. 
1 11-4 11-5 10-6 11-5 
2 11-10 11-10 12-2 12-10 
3 11-8 11-5 10-8 10-4 
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Testing 
At the beginning of the study each child was rated on a 
Haggerty-Qlson�ickman Behavior Rating Schedule. (10) This particular 
rating scale was used because it tends to focus attention upon be-
havior of an aggressive �pe. Also each teacher made a brief, 
informal e1s� type behavior rating on each child • 
.A. final rating was made by the teacher on the behavior of 
each child at the end of the ten week period. Again, the Haggerty-
Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedule was used. The teacher also 
made a brief informal statement regarding any changes in the child's 
behavior in the classroom. 
The Play Therapy Procedure 
Eaoh child was seen in individual play therapy sessions of 
thirty minutes duration twice a week for a period of ten weeks. The 
term play therapy is used in the sense as defined b,y Axline: 
Non-directive play therapy may be described as an opportuni� 
that is offered to the child to experience growth under the 
most favorable conditions. Since play is his natural medium 
for self expression. the child is given opportunity to play 
out his accumulated feelings of tension, frustration, fear, 
bewilderment, confusion. 
By playing out these feelings he brings them to the 
surface, gets them out in the open, faces them. learns to 
control them, or abandons them. When he has achieved emotion­
al relaxation, he begins to realize the power within himself 
to be an individual in his own right, to think for himself, 
to make his own decisions, to become psychologically more 
mature, and by so doing, to realize selfhood. (2. p. 16) 
The room set aside as a play room could not be the same for all 
the cases due to the fact that the six cases were located in five 
different s chools. In one school the Health Clinic was use d, in two 
of the s chools there was a re gular confe rence room which was used, 
and in the other two schools a temporary building apart from the 
s chool building was us ed. In all the situations, however, an effort 
was made to re move the "school atmosphe re" by having an informal 
arrangement of low tables and chairs . 
The play room was a room in which the child was the mos t im­
portant pe rson, where no one told him what to do, no one criticize d 
him for wha.t he did, and no one pried into his private world. In this 
room his rights were tre ated with respeot and dignity. He was accept­
e d  comple tely regardless of what he said, what he did, or how he felt. 
The play mate rials , consisting ofzclay, crayons , paper, bubbles, 
finge r paints , buildin g blocks, gun, rubber knife, dolls (both plastic 
and woode n wedgies ) anagrams, chine se checkers , peg hamme r  board, a 
map puzzle or the Unite d State s, we re place d on the tables be fore the 
child came into the room. The finge r paints and drawing material were 
on one table, the dolls, clay, knife, gun, car and bubbles we re on 
another table and the othe r materials were on the third table. Round 
tables were used where ver available . There was a low chair ne ar each 
table , and the therapist sat in another low chair slightly apart so as 
not to be identifie d with either table of material. 
The the rapis t attempted to be as relaxed as po&sible in orde r 
to promote a warm friendly atmos phe re . She was pe rmis sive and acce pt­
ing at all times ,  res pecting the chil d and treating him with dignity. 
No attempt was made to pas s moral judgment on the child, to treat 
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aympto:ma, to ohange his behavior by exhortation, or to hurry him. 
Strict adherence was maintained to the principle that what he said or 
did during the hour was confidential. The ther&piat attempted to con­
vey to the child that his well being was iaportant to her. 
Observation And Record Procedures 
During the time the Child was in the ro om, the therapiat took 
no written notes . The speech and actions were carefully observed, and 
recording was made immediately after the child left the room. An 
effort was made to reproduce on paper as nearly as pos s ible exactly 
what had taken place while the child was in the play room . 
CHAPrER III 
FINDINGS 
Quantitative Findings 
Protocols were prepared tor each of the 20 play interviews tor 
each of the s ix  children. There were 119 protocols , rather than 120 
because one child , Bobby, missed one of his interviews . The statis-
tioal analysis of data was based upon these protocols . Four primary 
aspects ot these data were analyz ed . 
1 .  The frequency with whioh different play obj eot s  were 
manipulated by the children. 
2. The tre�enoy and apecitic targets ot •ho stile" acts 
di splayed in manipulating the material . 
3 .  The degree ot verbal output during the play ses s ion. . 
4. The trequenoy and apeoifio targets of "hostile" remarks 
made during the interviews . 
Table II shows the frequency with which different play obj ects 
were "manipulated" by eaoh child during the course of 20 play inter-
views . For example ,  Brody , an unsooialized aggre ss ive boy , did some-
thing with a play object 29 times . Of these 29 manipulations , 12 were 
with olay .  On the other hand , Buster , a socialized aggressive boy did 
something with objects 55 t ime s , only 7 ot which involved clay, 
whereas 14 manipulations were with checkers . The unsocialized ag-
gre ssive group as a whole showed a total of 110 object. manipulations ; 
the socialised aggressive group showed a total of 192 suoh behaviors . 
In general , in all therapy se ssions clay was the most commonly ohosen 
play object . This holds true for both socialized aggress ive and 
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Brody 2 2 1 
Bobby 1 0 2 
Joh.n.J:zy' 0 1 1 
Unsoc. 
Total 3 3 10 
Buster 2: 5 8 
Basil 12 3 5 
Cyril 2 2 2 
Soc. 
Total 16 10 15 
Total 19 13 25 
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unaoci&lized &ggressive groups. On the other hand, tor the combined 
groups the c&r and k nife were the least used objects. This infrequen­
cy of use , howeTer , is not consistent for the sep&r&te groups. 
Table III sh9ws the "t• values (17, p. 59 )  for differences in 
frequency of manipulation of specific play objects b,y socialized and 
unsocialized members of p&irs. Inspection of Table I I  would super­
ficially seem to indicate that there might be a significant difference 
between the two groups in their choice of different play obj ects . For 
example oheokers were chosen only 6 times by the unsoci&lized aggressive 
group and 26 times by the socialized aggressive group. One might also 
have assumed that there would be some significance in the f&ot t hat the 
socialized aggressive group manipulated objects in play sessions almost 
twice as frequently as did the unsociali&ed aggressive groups. "r" 
values , however, as shown in Table III indicate that these differences 
are not significant at either the 1 or 5 per cent levels. 
Table IV shows the number and targets of "hostile" aots dis­
played in manipulation of materials. The term •hostile act" is used 
in the sense as in the article of this title by David Levy ( 16 ) .  This 
term includes such acts as : hammering the cl� , wrecking the c&r , 
throwing the clay, twisting the legs of the dolls, shooting the dolls , 
making a human symbol of ol� and destroying it , drawing or painting 
a caricature of the teacher ,  turning his back to the therapist , 
throwing the marbles , knocking oTer the blocks, kicking the bubbles , 
stabbing at self or obj ect with the knife , and other similar 
TABlE III 
•t• VALUES FOR DIFFERENCES IN FREQUENCY OF llANIPULA.TION OF SPECIFIC 
PLA.Y OBJECTS BY SOCIALIZED AND UNSOCIALIZED MEMBERS OF PAIRS 
��•pta •t• 
Checkers . 2.792 
Car 2.602 
Finger paint 1 .840 
Dolls 1 .731 
Blocks 1.540 
Clay 1 .500 
Anagrams 1 .270 
Drawing 1 . 134 
Gun 1 .078 
Map puszle .680 
Knife ·577 
Ring toss -564 
IUltlel .462 
total 2.579 
With d . f . 2  re�ire 9.925 at the 1 per oent level. 
and 4.303 at the 5 per cent level. 
Therapist 
Brody 0 
Bobby 1 
Johnny 2 
Unso c .  
Total 3 
Buster 0 
Basil 0 
Cyril 0 
Soc . 
Total 0 
------1-.---- 3 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER AND TARGETS OF "HOSTILE11 ACTS 
DISPLAYED IN MAN IPULATION OF MATERIALS 
Human Inanimate 
Self Symbols Ob jects Total 
0 0 16 16 
2 6 6 15 
0 14 15 31 
' 
2 20 37 62 
0 3 15 18 
0 7 16 23 
1 14 11 26 
1 24 42 67 
3 44 79 129 
---
Unaocialized 
A��ressive 
Sooialized 
Aggres s ive 
\>.1 
0 
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actiTitie s .  "farget" refers to the object against which this hoetil-
ity is direoted. Naturally there can be a Tariety of' such targets .  
For the purpo se of' this stuqy , hawever , the targets were olas sified 
-
. 
into the follewing categories z therapist, self', human symbol s ,  and 
inanimate obj ects . Table IV sho� that Johnny , an unsocialized 
aggress ive boy showed 31 hostile acts in th� 'course o f'  his 20 pl� 
ses sions . In general there seems to be little difference between the 
two groups in terms of' the targets against which t�e hosti lity was 
I 
directed .  This i s  substantiated by the "t11 values given in Table V, 
none of which is significant at e ither the 1 or 5 per cent level . 
Table VI shows the number of play interviews sorted perforce 
with respect to 5 levels of verbal output . In order to obj ectify the 
rating of verbal output , 5 arbitrary categories of verbal output rang-
ing from extremely low to extremely high were prepared . This was done 
in such fashion as to force the sorting of the protoools  into 5 cate-
gories , each with an equal number of' cases . It will be noted from the 
bottom of Table VI that with the exception o f  23 cases in one interval , 
the other 4 intervals have an equal _ number o� 24 protocol s .  Inspection 
of the data in this table indicates ,  however , that the frequency within 
each category differs markedly between the s ocialized aggress ive and 
the .unsocial ized aggres sive c�ses . For example , none o f  the unsocial­
ized aggres sive cases was clas s ified as "extremely low" in verbal 
output and only one as "moderately low . 11 On the other hand , all 24 
protocols c lass ified as " low" were those of the s ocialized aggressives 
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and 23 out of 24 protocols clas sified as Kmoderately low" were from 
socialized aggress ive case s .  Note , however ,  that at the "extremely 
high" category all 24 protocols were those of the unsocialized aggres­
sive s ,  and that 20 out of 23 of those  classified as moderately high 
were unsooialized aggressive cases . In order to provide a simple 
quantitative measure of verbal output for each child,  a single index 
was computed by adding for each child the products of category values 
and the frequency of interviews classified under each category. For 
example , the verbal output index of 79 for Bro� was computed by add­
ing 1 times 0 plus 2 times 1 plus 3 times 8 plus 4 times 2 plus 5 times 
9 .  The sum of the verbal output of the unsooialized aggress ive group 
is 244, more than twice that of the socialized aggressive group , whioh 
is 112 . The significance of these  data is shown in Table VI I where a 
"t" test on differences  between paired oases yields a value of 17 .34. 
This is highly significant because with d.f.2,  only 9.925 is required 
for significance at the 1 per cent level.  From thi s we can conclude 
that within the framework of the observations made here , the unsooial­
ized aggressive boys tend to be significantly more verbal than the 
socialized aggressive boys . 
Table VII I  shows the number and targets of "ho stile" remarks . 
The hostile verbalization of  the two groups in the play sessions oould 
be described as : complaining about the weather ,  the school rules , 
their siblings getting the "favors , "  others "picking" on them, their 
mothers not allowing them to play or go places ,  and somatic ailments . 
During the 20 pl� ses sions Brody , an unsocialized aggres sive boy 
TABLE V 
"t" VALUES FOR DIFFERENCES IN FREQUENCY OF "HOSTILE" ACTS 
BETVVEEN SOCIALIZED AND UNSOCIALIZED MEMBERS OF PAIRS 
raret •t• 
Therapist 1.745 
Human symbols 1 .095 
Inanimate objects ·391 
Self .364 
Total .414 
With d.t.2 require 9.925 at the 1 per oent level, 
and 4.303 at the 5 per oent level.  
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TABLE VI 
NUJLBER OF PLA.Y INTERVIEWS SORTED PERFORCE 
WITH �PECT TO 5 LEVEUl OF VERBAL OUTPUT 
VERBAL OUTPUT RATING* 
EXtremely MOderately Average MOderately EXtremely Total NUiber of Verbal 
SubjectS! Low{ l )  Low( 2) (3 ) High(4) Rigl1(5) Plq Interviews Output Index** 
Brod¥ 0 1 8 
Bobby 0 0 2 
2 
8 
9 
9 
20 
19 
79 
83 
- ��- fL. _ t. . . 4 1"--·· 6 20 82 lli'iii. ---- --.- -
fetal -- 0 
. 
1_ - - . )#_ . 20 . � 59 314 
Buster 9 6 4 ' 1 0 20 37 
Bas il 8 10 2 0 OJ 20 34 
tit.U_ _ ·. 1 1 4 a ·. ,., 10 . 41 
... � . .. .. · 
!otal · � � 10 3 0 6o 112 
fatal ..... 24 a,. e 24 119 356 
• In order to make objective the rating ot verbal output , the following procedUre was devised . 
The 119 protoco ls were shuffled in random order. The writer then read each protocol , and rated it 
on a five-point rating soale with respect to- degree of verbal output . CategorY "111 indicates little 
or no talking . during the interview; whereas category "5" indi oatea a high amount of talking during 
the interview. Categories 2 ,  3 ,  and 4 define intermediate steps on this same continum. 
** Index computed by adding for each child the pro ducts of the oategory value s ( i . e .  1, 2 ,  ; ,  4 � 
or 5) and the fre�ency of interviews clas sified under each category. � 
showed 24 instances of "hostile" remarks of Which 11 were directed 
against peers . On the other hand, Buster , a socialised aggress ive boy, 
showed only 5 hostile remarks , of which 2 were directed against peers . 
The total number of hostile remarks for all the targets was higher for 
the unsocialized aggressive group than for the s ocialized aggressive 
group . The largest difference in scores was for peers and inanimate 
objects . It would seem on cursory examination of the data in this 
table that there would be a significant difference . Table II. however,  
gives "t" values for these scores and shows no significant differences 
between the groups at either the 1 or 5 per cent level.  
In order to obtain some estimate of changes in behavior of the 
cases before and after therapy, two kinds of data were collected . 
First , the children were rated by the teachers on both parts A and B of 
the Baggerty-Olaon-11'1okman Behavior Rating Schedules .  Second , the 
teachers made a brief informal report of each child' s behavior in 
January and again in June . These informal ratings may be found in 
Appendix B .  
Schedule A ,  of  the Haggerty-Dlson-Wickman Behavior Rating Sched-
ule, is designed to locate problem children through a record of overt 
. . 
behavior problems , while Schedule B ,  covers personal observations on a 
variety of traits regardless of whether or not the behavior described 
would be called a behavior problem. The amount of each trait in 
Schedule B has been assigned a weighting in terms of its relationship 
to Schedule A .  An analysis of  results of  the use of  the scales re-
veals a tendency to emphasize behavior of  an aggressive type. The 
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TABLE VII 
.VERBAL OUTPUT INDEX OF PAIRED CASES 
Pair No . Unsocial bed Socialized Difference 
1 79 �1 -42 
2. 83 34 --49 . 
' 82 41 � 
t - 17�34 
With d.t.2�  require 9 .925 at the 1 per cent level 
Brody 
Bobby 
Joh.n.ey 
Unaao . 
!oW 
Buster 
Basil 
Cyril 
Soc . 
fo'\a1 
TABLE VIII 
NUllBER AND TARGETS OF 11HOSTILE11 REMARKS 
Other Inanimate 
fherapiet Self Jlotb.er Fatp.er _ S_iblin�_s __ Peers Teachers Adults Objeots Total 
2 0 0 0 4 
2 5 1 4 0 
3 4 6 0 2 
l - 2 13 4 6 
2 0 0 0 a 
0 2 0 0 0 
1 0 2 1 5 
11 0 
14 9 
4 2 
29 11 
2 0 
0 1 
1 1 
3 
10 
1 
14 
0 
0 
6 
4 
20 
10 
34 
1 
2 
2 
24 
71 
32 
127 
5 
5 
19 
3 2 2 1 5 3 2 6 - - 5 ---�� 
!etal 10 11 15 5 11 32 13 20 39 :  156· 
,' 
\)I 
-..:J 
TABLE IX 
"t" VALUES FOR Dii'i'BRENCES IN FREQVENCY OF "HOSTILE" RBJWU{S 
DIRECTED AGAINST SPECIF IC TARGETS , FOR SOC IALIZED AND UN­
SOCIALIZED MEMBERS OF PAIRS 
tatet •t• 
Peers 2 .725 
Therapist 2 .003 
Mother 1 .313 
Teacher 1 .192 
Self 1 .167 
Father .621 
Other adults .614 
8ibU!§• .189 
total 3 ·303 
With d.f.2,  require 9.925 at the · l  per cent level , 
and 4.303 at the 5 per cent level. 
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significance of a score i s  not clearly revealed by its actual size. 
Its interpretation is  relative to the mean score of the group studied . 
For this reason it is not easy t o  use the individual score s to measure 
improvement unless their relative character is recognized . A aample 
Behavior Rating Schedule form may be found in Appendix c .  
For each child , the total �gerty-Qlson-11'ickman score for Part 
A and Part B taken separately was calculated for the before-therapy and 
atter-therap,y ratings . In each case,  a high score suggests a higher 
degree of behavior problems . Table X compares the scores ot the 
matched pairs on Rating Schedule A for before and after theraP.f . 
Table XI provides a similar comparison for the scores on Rat-ing Sched­
ule B .  Table XII shows the "t" values for the differences o n  the 
s cores of the Haggerty-olson-Wickman Behavior Bating Schedules , A and 
B Schedules taken· separately, for both the s ocialized aggress ive and 
unsociali&ed aggressive groups . 
None ot these •t• values is significant at the 5 per cent level . 
It therefore cannot be stated with assurance that in terms of rating 
schedule score s ,  any of these six children benefited materially from 
the pl� therapy. It is  pos s ible , of course , that a ten week period 
is insufficient to produce change s of a magnitude which can be 
measured with an instrument as gro a s  as this particular scale . It is 
also po ssib le that the effects of such treatment may not become 
clearly evident until some time after the immediate completion of 
therapy . The po ssible equivocal character of these rating schedule 
scores is suggested by the faot that the informal anecdotal �eports 
show benefits from the pl� therapy in five cases out of s ix .  
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON HAGGERTY-GlSON-WICK»AN BEHAVIOR 
RATING SCHEDULE A* FOR PAIRS BEFORE AND AFTER THERAPY 
Uneooialized Socialised 
Pair No . Before After Before After 
1 102 88 54 50 
2 71 50 85 41 
, 156 79 82 44 
• A high score suggests a higher degree of "behavior problems . "  
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TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON HAGGERTY OLSON-WICKMAN-BEHAVIOR 
RATING SCHEDULE B* FOR PAIRS BEFORE AND AFTER TEERA.PY 
Unsoo ie.l ized Soc ialized 
Pair No. Before After Before After 
l 101 88 86 79 
2 93 108 120 89 
3 101 75 101 92 
• A high score suggests e. higher degree of "behavior problems. " 
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TABLE XII 
•t• VALUES FOR DIFFERENCES ON HAGGERTY-OI.SON-11ICKMA.N 
BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULES , A AND B SCORES SEPARATELY 
Unsocialized vs Socialized before therapy 
Schedule A. .053 
Unsocialized vs Socialized before therapy 
Schedule B .325 
Unsocialized vs Socialized after therapy 
Schedule A 2 .968 
Unaocialized vs Socialized after therapy 
Schedule B .153 
Unsocialized before and after therapy 
Schedule A 1.873 
Unaocialized before and after therapy 
Schedule B .751 
Socialized before and after therapy 
Schedule A 2 .300 
Socialized before and after therapy 
Schedule B 2 .032 
With d.£.2,  require 9.925 at the 1 per cent level , 
and 4.303 at the 5 per cent level . 
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It 11 recognized that a "t" value is or is not significant at 
the level of confidence prescribed ,  ( i . e .  5 or 1 per cent ) and that 
comparisons of value s below that which is required for such signifi­
cance can be mis leading . Nevertheless a comparison of certain value s 
in Table XII is highly suggestive . First , it is evident that no 
significant difference is present between the two groups before thera­
PY • Second , such changes as take place in the unsoc ialized aggre s sive 
group are revealed more on the A Schedule than on the B Schedule . On 
the other hand , such changes as take place in the socialized aggre ss ive 
group are manife sted with approximately equal force on both Schedule A 
and B. 
Supplemental Qualitative Ob servations 
The maj or quantitative finding was the significant difference 
in the amount or verbal output between the two groups . The unsocial­
ized aggres s ive group showed a significantly higher degree of verbal­
ization than the social ized aggress ive group . The "t" value tor this 
verbal output is 17 .34 which i s  significant at the 1 per cent level . 
In addit ion to this quantitative finding , however , certain additional 
qual itative differences between the groups were noted . 
The outstanding differences displ�ed by the two groups , with 
the exception of the amount or verbali zation, were differences in atti ­
tudes . They differed in the ir att itude toward the therapist , the pl� 
materials and the whole therapeutic proce s s .  
The behavior of the unsoc ialized aggressive group , character­
ised by much aggre s sive talking , an effort to "manipulate" the 
situation or "use" the therapi st , a masked desire for acceptance , 
a sense of having a hard lite , and of be ing faced with unequal odds, 
coincides with some characteristics listed by Topping : 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2. An evident and verbalized sense that "noboQy care s . "  
3 . A masked but acute desire for acceptance and affection. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6. Aggressive speech with much talk of killing . 
7. A sense of.having a hard lite , of being faced with unequal 
odds . (25 .  pp . 485�92) 
As pointed out by Hewitt and Jenkins ( 12) there was an evident need 
tor strict entorotment of limits in the "treatment " of these boys . I .  
With the socialized aggressive group, there was a noticeable 
absence of "tattling• or reporting acts by their peer s .  The.y were 
also able to enter into the play situation with less  suspicion, and 
to respond to being treated as an individual capable of making 
decisions atteoting than . In this loyalty to their in-group and their 
abilit.y to establish a relationahip , they reaponded in a way similar 
to cases cited by Topping : 
Even with these pseudo-social boys , therefore , rapport can 
be achieved through the usual aacoepting• techniques ,  friendly 
comment , expression of interest ,  appeal to love of fair play, 
sense of humor and a flair for logic . • • • • It is important 
above all to accept this t.ype of boy on terms of equality as 
an adult well entitled to hie viewpoint • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
In conclusion it � be said that the fundamental 
socialization of the pseudo-social boy and capacity for 
loyalty . provide the ace cards for wider adjustment . 
(26, pp . 353-360) 
There was a difference in the way the two groups used such ore-
ative materials a• clay, finger paint and blocks . Typical o� the play 
with clay by the unsocialized aggressive boys was : Modeling guns and 
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Indian warriors , using the olay to throw at objeots , and smashing, 
h�ring or twisting the cl� with no attempt at construction. The 
socialized aggress ive boys spent more time in creating human symbols 
and inanimate objects . Only one of the unsocialized aggressive boys 
did any finger painting . Jobnqr , an unsocialized aggress ive case,  on 
one occasion made a quick smear of red paint on the paper and hurriedly 
put the paper in the waste basket . During another ses sion, he made a 
painting which he called a cyclone . He also threw this away quickly . 
On the other hand, all three of the socialized aggressive boys painted 
such things as flowers , people, animals,  and similar objects.  The 
unsocialized aggressive boys piled the blocks and threw objects at 
them to make them fall down, or else kept piling them so high that 
the,y fell down. The socialized aggressive bo,ys , however, did more 
building of low sturqy buildings . This difference in the use of 
"creative" materials is shown in Appendix D in the oases of Bobby and 
Basil, a matched pair . 
In the play with dolls , there were differences both in the kind 
and amount of play. 0£ the unsoc ialized aggress ive group , Brody 
didn' t play with the dolls at all , Bobby picked them up and talked of 
their resemblance to teachers he knew, and Johnny allowed the dolls to 
be killed in a traffic accident . With the soc ialized aggres sive group , 
all three boys played more aggres sively, twisting the doll ' s legs , and 
frequently killing them. The socialized aggress ive boys as sumed the 
responsibility for the killing, whereas the unsocial ized aggress ive boy 
tended to let it be accidental . An illustration of this difference is 
' 
shown in Appendix E ,  in the cases of Johnny and Cyril ,  a matched pair . 
Some of the differences shown between the two groups in acts of 
•ho stil ity" were described in the way the two groups pl�ed with the 
do lls and the c l� .  The outstanding d ifference i t  would seem was in 
the way the soc ializ ed aggre s s ive boys were ab le to assume re sponsi ­
b ility for _ the overt act ion, whereas the unsooialized aggres sive boys 
let the act happen. During the last few minutes of the last ses sion 
all three of the socialized aggres s ive boys turned their back to the 
therapist , whereas the unso o ialized aggress ive boys •tilled up" the 
time by talking hurried� until the last minute . 
There was a great amount of difference in the two groups from 
the first sess ion in both the kind and amount of verbal output . There 
tended to b e ,  on the part of the unso oialized aggres s ive boys , an 
urgency to "till up" all the time with talk. It was almo st as if 
they couldn ' t  bear a period o f  s i lence . On the other hand , with the 
soci alized aggre ss ive boys , there were times when as muoh
_
as fifteen 
minute s pa s sed without any words s poken. MOre frequent�, the 
s oc ialized aggres s ive boys acted out a s cene, whereas the unsooializ e d  
aggressive boys talked about a s ituat ion. The uns ocial ized aggressive 
b oy often talked about the personal po ssess ions of his family and 
ab out the acts o f  his peers . He frequent� blamed his peers fo r the 
situation in which he found himself . All three of the unso cialized 
aggress ive boys asked numerous questions . seemingly in an attempt to 
"try out" or •use" the therapist . The unsoc ialized aggress ive boys 
also had numerous somatic complaint s . An illustrat ion of thi s 
difference in verbal output is  shown in Appendix F .  in the oases of 
Brody and Buster . a matched pair. 
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The verbal hostility expressed by the unsooialized aggressive 
group could be described as complaining about their lot . This was 
true particularly in their blaming others for the situations in which 
they found themselve s .  Their boasting o f  personal possessions . and of 
their "good deeds " seemed to be an effort to impress the therapist of 
their Rworth" in comparison to their peers .  There was much les s  
verbal hostility expressed by the socialized aggress ive group, and 
this was chiefly directed against the formal rules of the sohool .  
There was some implied hostility toward s iblings and mother ,  but not 
to the extent expressed by the unsocialized aggressive group. 
The ratings by the teachers , both on the Haggerty-olson-Wick:man 
Behavior Rating Schedules and the essay report . showed some improvement 
in five of the six oases . Bobby. an unsooialized aggress ive boy . and 
the only boy of the six not showing improvement on the ratings by the 
teacher , moved and changed schools just before the therapy sessions 
started . There is a possibility that if the ratings had been made by 
the same teacher the results reported would have been different . The 
essay reports made b,y the teachers for the six children before and 
after therapy may be found in Appendix B .  The teachers were asked to 
describe the behavior of the child as she saw it at the time of rating . 
The before-therap,y ratings included such behavior as : picks up what­
ever he happens to need or wants.  usually chooses younger children and 
goads them to fight each other,  he is happy as long as he gets his way. 
has little regard for school proper� , when corrected he become s 
defiant and wants others punished . Some of the r'ported changes in 
the after-therapy ratings were : more relaxed attitude , less defiant , 
less clowning for attent ion,  more self controlled,  more interest in 
socially accepted group activity, more courteous , and gets along 
better with others in the group . 
It is recognized that any reported change in the behavior may 
have resulted from numerous factors . It is also recognized that any 
behavior changes may be temporary , since it wi ll take a much longer 
period of observation of these children to determine their future 
adjustment . It would seem to the writer , however , that such evidence 
of changed behavior as reported by the teachers , - a more relaxed 
attitude , better social adjustment , less open defiance , and more 
group activities of a more socially accepted nature - would tend to 
change the chi ld ' s  self concept thus enabling him to "inherit" 
himself. A statement by Snygg and Combs emphasizes this point a 
" If threat can be removed for even a short period of time , positive 
changes are possible to the cl ient . " ( 22� p. 303 ) This i s  the very 
essence of the play therapy situation - that the child is  placed in 
a social situation in which he may feel relative ly free of threat . 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
FORM USED IN SECURING CASE HIS TORY 
Name Grade ------------------------------------------- --------------
School Date of birth --------------------------------------- ------
Place of b irth --------------------------------------------------
Parent ' s name ---------------------------------------------------
Addres s  Phone 
--------------------------------------��--------------
I .  Family background 
1 .  Father : age Nationality ---------------------- ----------------
health Occupation --------------------------- ----------------
education Language spoken ---------------------- -----------
2 .  Mother : Age National ity --------------------- ---------------
Health Occupation --------------------------- ----------------
Education Language spoken ---------------------- -----------
3 .  Strained r elationships or insecurity in the home . 
4. Do parents agree on methods of training the children? 
5. Attitude of parent s  toward coDmunity . 
6 .  Attitude toward school. 
II.  
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7 .  Kind of home -----------------------------------------------
8 .  Number of rooms No . in family ------------------------- -----
9 ·  Names and ages o f  children. 
1 0 .  Reading materials ,  game s ,  and musical instruments in the home. 
1 1 .  other pertinent information about the home . 
Health 
1 .  Children' s diseases (history and dates ) 
measles tonailitis 
whooping cough other a 
mumps 
scarlet fever 
2 .  Any ill effects ? 
3 .  Vis ion (a·) Right eye (b ) Left eye ---------- -----------------
( c ) Wears glasses Corrected to what 
'R. L. ----------- ------------
4. Hearing t Right ear Left ear ------------ -------------------
5 ·  Nutrition ( if noticeably low) 
Muscle tone Color 
-----------------
-----------------------
Buoyanoy 
____
______________ 
__ Phys ique __________________ _ 
6. Po sture 
-------------------------------------------------
1 ·  Teeth ( general condition ) 
_
_
_
__
__
__
_
_
_
_
_
__
__
__
_
__
 
_
 
8 .  Physical defect which may cause emotional d isturbance .  
9 .  Tons i l s  and throat condition 
--------------------------------
10. Other factors : 
III . School history 
1 .  Age when entering s chool 
__
__
__
_
_
__
__
__
__
__
_
__
__
__
__
__
_
 _
 
2 .  Attended nursery school Kindergarten 
------ -----------------
Where 
----------------------
3 .  Sohools attended Where Date 
4. Grade s failed Grades skipped 
------------------ -------------
5 .  Record of long absences o r  any irregularity in attendance .  
6.  Attitudes toward hi s s choo l .  
( a )  Strong l ikes o r  dislikes 
(b ) Indifferent 
------
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IV. )(ental characteristics. 
v. 
VI . 
1 .  Tests us ed M.A . I .�. --------------------- ------------- �------
2. Special interests and abilitie s. 
Work and study habits .  
1 .  Follows directions 
2. Complete s work 
' ·  Doe s  good quality of work 
4. Attention habits 
5·  Plans his wo rk effectively 
6.  I s  industrious 
Behavioral traits Example 
1 .  Assaultive tendenc ies 
(when thwarted uses phys ical 
force ) 
2. Bad c ompanions 
' · Seclus iveness 
4. Init iatory tighti.D.g 
5 ·  Gang activit ie s {runs with a 
group that sometimes runs 
afoul of so cial standards ) 
6. Shynes s  
1 ·  Cruelty 
8 .  Co-operative steal ing ( in 
oompany of another) 
9 · Wei"I'Tiq 
10. Defiance of authority 
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11 . Furtive 1Jteal1_io-___ --., ____________ _ 
12 . Malic ious mischief --------------------------------------
13 . Habitual s cho ol truancy -------------------------------
14. Inadequate guilt fee lings ____________________ _ 
15. Staying out late at night 
-----�--------------------
VII. Scholastic adjustment 
Achievement Teat Result s --------------------------------
VIII. Learning Problems Characterize 
1 .  Speech _____________ _ 
2.  bading ----------------
3 .  others ---------------
n:. Summary of Problem Evidence 
1. Maj or d ifficulties 
2. Minor difficultie s 
X. Proposed Procedures •  
APPENDIX B 
ESSAY .RATINGS BY TEACHERS BEFORE AND AFTER THERAPY 
Brogr, An Unsocialized Aggre s s ive Boy 
Before . In the clas s room Brody continually bids for attention. 
He bothers other people and their belongings . When a chi ld misplaces 
a book , his first thought is to go see if Brody has "borrowed" it . It 
doesn' t seem to be that he steals , but that he casually pi cks up what­
ever he happens to need to us e ,  whether he owns it or not . Perhap s 
this too is a bid for attention. He brought much trouble on hims e lf 
recently by tel ling a l ittle girl he had taken the ball he was playing 
with from her boy friend ' s  desk. Whether he really did or not i s  very 
doubtful . 
He is naturally rather funny , and will do anything to get a 
laugh from the crowd . 
He threatens to beat up smaller boys . Several times a guard 
( small mob ) has formed outs ide the s chool door to escort one of hi s 
announced vict ims home and prevent Brody from harming the Child , 
though he might not do much. real harm. 
He s eems to desire the teacher' s  approval but does not know how 
to ask for it in acceptable ways . 
After .  Brody has s ettled down a great deal s ince the first of 
the year . His de s ire for attention manifests itself more often by 
bringing completed pape rs to the teacher ' s  de sk to be praised, and 
much les s often by c lowning. 
He is ••pecially eager to succeed in Arithmetic , and has worked 
very hard. His progress is discouraging at times but he is so thrilled 
over any small success that it is pleasant to work with him. 
He still is very voluble, but does show more self control than 
he did the first of the year . He is very easily influenced either to 
be good or to disturb . On the whole , he is an enjoyable pupil now. 
Buster, A Socialized Aggressive Boy 
Before . Buster is an accepted leader of the group, possible due 
to his size and ability to persuade . He is happy as long as things 
are going to his liking, but he loQses his temper quickly and is apt 
to break out in very unbecoming language if the teacher is not 
present . He curses fluently { I  have been told. ) 'He doesn 't  like to 
wait his turn and occasionly pushee and shoves to get where and what 
he wants . He does good school work; reads especially well and uses 
the library extensively. 
After . Buster has made a complete ri&ht-about-faoe in his 
behavior pattern. The change was very gradual but it has been notice-. . 
ably improved for the' past three weeks . There was a period ,  before 
the improvement started,  when "impossible" was the only way to 
describe his attitude toward me , his classmates and his work . 
The greatest change has come in his seeming so much more 
relaxed in every way .  He takes correction with a grin and there has 
been more interest in group activity. Earlier in the year he didn' t 
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work so well with a group; he chose to work alone or with a bud� and 
do something entire ly foreign to the activity . 
He has shown definite traits toward a keen sense of humor. He 
doe sn' t act l ike a seething mas s  of something about to explode # but 
will calm down with a word and not take violent offense. He is sti ll 
full of mi schief but his energies s eem to be directed in less �harmful" 
channels . ( By harmful I mean having no regard for anyone e l se ' s fee l­
ings ) Truly he has become more satisfactory and a cooperative member 
of the group . 
Bobby, An Unsoc ial ized Aggress ive Boy 
Before . Bobby has caused a great deal of disturbance in my 
room. It is not the fights he participate s in but the little things , 
such as making a no ise with his mouth or hitting the floor or desk . 
He tries to look innocent when I look his way. 
He is a thin boy and has had a cold for a good part of the past 
two months . He was in school some days when he should have been in 
bed. 
He goes in cycles of good and bad behavior . I spend a great 
deal of my time talking with him. After I have paid a great deal of 
attention to him# he is alright for a while , but he soon goes back to 
his troublesome ways . 
He is a likeable ch ild and �eally wants to be liked . In some 
thing s #  he do esn ' t  show much intelligence# while at times he surpri ses 
me and pioks up a lot of information . His information doesn' t come 
much from books but from experience . 
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I have heard that Bobby may move to another school on the area 
after Christmas . 
After . Bobby is unpredictable . Some days he goes ahead and 
conforms to all activities or school just fine, but on others he has 
to be called down quite frequently. At these times he is a very 
disturbing element . 
S ince he has come to this school , he has grown worse than at 
first. His work has shown a decline . He isn' t interested in sticking 
to any j ob until it is completed - often hurries  through to completion 
without any care as to correctnes s  or appearance . 
I£ he is carefully supervised in every activity, he seems to get 
along nicely. In a conference recently, he remarked that he became 
nervous and did not like to stick to things too long . Sometimes he 
will do nothing but read and gets along nicely. He enjoys doing 
things to get the children to laugh o r  notice him. 
Basil , A Socialized Aggressive Boy 
Before . Basil continually talks aloud and creates disturbance s  
in the room. When he i s  corrected , he becomes defiant and wants 
others to be punished.  He shows practically no interest in schoo l 
work . He enjoys playing with knives , any kind o£ toys , and puzzle s .  
He tries to stay out o f  Music and Gym. classes . Several times he has 
slipped back to the classroom while the others were in Mus ic or Gym. 
He has little regard for school property. Other children do not like 
to sit by him because he talks to them too muoh . Several have objected 
to his obs cenity . He has been suspected of stealing in the scho o l ,  
but we do not know if he i s  really guilty. He has admitted stealing 
outside of school .  
When I have tried to talk to him about those problems he has 
been insolent . He alw�s talks back if he is corrected . 
Bas il enjoys reading •tories and has made some go od book 
reports . Once he brought a frog to school and at another time he 
brought a potato plant . Once he played records tor the c las s .  
He likes parties but is loud and aggre ss ive and pays little 
attention to . rules of game s when we have parties . 
After . Basil ' s  behavior has certainly improved . He is much 
les s  antagonistic , much more c o operative and courteous , and he is 
seldom saucy or defiant . He seems to be happier generally . For about 
a month he has been concerned with passing to the next grade and has 
made quite a show of studying . 
Of course his conduct is not perfect . He has recently hidden in 
the boy' s room to keep from go ing to �. , has pretended to have to 
I • 
stay at home with his little s ister in the afternoon , and has instead 
gone to the r iding academy , and has brought a note he had written and 
signed with his mother ' s name . He i s  not so disturbing in the room 
however , and generally hi s attitude and behavior are much better . 
Jo¥nl, An Unsocialized Aggreu in Boy 
Before . In the classroom Johnny showed few signs of overt 
aggressive behavior , hawever he did litt le things to get ,attention. 
His behavior is very babyish at time s .  He has made very little 
progre s s  this year in his academic work, and has to be reminded 
constantly to finish his work. 
He is pretty much a lone wolf with few friends . He usually 
chooses younger c hi ldren and goads them to fight each other . About . . 
two weeks ago . he t ied up a younger child , and holding a knife over 
him, threatened to kill htm. It was thought by some of the neighbors 
that Johnny was respons ible for some aggre ss ive s ex play in the com-
munity . A worker in the Family Service Bureau attempted to counsel 
with the mother but got very l ittle response .  The mother i s  defensive 
and become s angry at any suggestion that Johnny may have d o ne anything 
wrong . 
. Afte r .  Johnny' s progress during the calendar months of this 
academic year ( January to June , inclusive ) has been very gratifying . 
His relationships with other children in the community , including his 
peers , has grown almost remarkab ly . He no longer is engaged in 
numerous fights that was once his pattern of behavior . I have s een 
him acting in a rude fashion only once and that was with the house-
keeper of one of the families in the neighborho o d .  
He still plays cowboy g ame s  with some of the six to e ight-year 
old children in the neighborhood .  Generally speaking , he i s  the 
"General " and the leader o f  the group . The younger children l ike to 
be hi s horse , and s o  long as he can direct the activities he probab ly 
enjoys playing with thi s group of children . 
He also has been playing baseball and softball with a group o f  
boys his own age , and i n  this he can excel . He doe s  have s ome abilit,y 
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in this aport . Generally speaking, his attitude toward the children and 
. 
-
his peers in the group i s  good.  He i s ,  however . sometimes inclined to 
petulant. This interferes with effective leadership. 
Although he still behaves in a somewhat immature fashion, he is 
capable of using very good judgment. His childish pranks are not as 
fre�ent as th�y once were . There is a great need of careful watching 
of Johnny yet on the part of both the school and the home lest he show 
a reversal to his old behavior patterns . In many respects his mother 
still treats him as a small child . She does ,  however ,  keep him neatly 
dressed and his clothes cle an .  This may b e  the reason for his usually 
neat appearance . Johnny has a b icycle and usually spends a great deal 
of time on his bicycle riding to and from the playground an d  to and 
from the swimmingpool ,  I suppose as well as other places .  At the 
playground in ball games he is with a group more nearly hi s own age 
and as far as I know he gets along nry well with this particular 
group . 
Cyril , A Socialized Aggre ssive Boy 
Before . Cyril is  a very immature child for his age . He can 
always find something to giggle about when the other children see 
nothing f'unny . 
He behaves very nicely when the teacher i s  in the room but has 
a tendency to misbehave when left alone with other children. Jealousy 
may account for part of this , then too he do esn ' t  have too many 
friends except his cousin. Since they are not allowed to visit each 
other ' s  homes , they are very "oh�" at school . 
Cyril doe s satisfactory work in all his studie s . His speech 
defect s lows down his rate of' reading ( oral reading ) . He seems to 
have a clear understanding of' what he reads when he reads s ilent ly . 
He is accepted much better by' the group than at the beginning of' the 
year . 
Afte r .  Cyril is sti ll rather immature i n  some o f'  his actions, 
but has shown much improvement socially . He gets along much nicer 
with the other boys and girls � the clas s .  At times he is critical 
of' other people and the things they say and do . He seems to want to 
improve hims e lf' and tries hard . His language seems to have improved 
too . He still requires much attention and individual help . 
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Behavior Rating 
SCHEDULE A :  BEHAVIOR PROBLEM RECORD 
Score __ _ 
Nam�------------------------S�ool ______ �------------
Rating by· _______ .,..___,..;..........,. Date _____ _ / 9  __ Gracle ___ _ 
DIRF;OIIONS FOR USING 
Schedule A 
Below is a list of behavior problems sometimes found in chil­
dren. Put a· cross ( X )  in the appropriate column after each 
item to designate how frequently such behavior has occurred 
in your experience with this child. A cross should appear in 
some coluhm af�er each item. The numbers ar� to be disregarded 
in making your record. Th11y are fGr use in scoring. 
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
BEHAVIOR PRoBLEM Has never Has occurred Occasional Frequent once or twice occurred but no more o'tcurrence occurrence 
Disinterest in School Work 0 4 6 7 
Cheating 0 4 6 7 
Unnecessary Tardiness 0 4 6 7 
Lying 0 4 6 7 
Defiance to Discipline 0 4 6 7 
Marked Overactivity 0 8 12 14 
Unpopular with Children 0 8 12 14 
Temper Outbursts 0 8 12 14 
Bullying 0 8 12 14 
Speech Difficulties 0 8 12 14 
Imaginative Lying 0 12 18 21 
Sex Offenses 0 12 18 21 
Stealing 0 12 18 21 
Truancy 0 12 18 21 
Obscene Notes, Talk,or Pictures 0 12 18 21 
Directions for scoring. Transfer the numbers you have 
marked for the different item's to the right-hand column, headed 
" Score." Add the numbers to secure the total score, and record 
the total in the upper right-hand corner of this sheet. 
ScoRE 
[ 2 ] Total Score __ _ 
:Behavior Rating 
SCHEDULE B :  BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE 
Score 
!Vam�------- ---------------------------- Division I ___ _ 
Division II ___ _ 
SM�----- -----------------Grode�--­
Raiing by, ..... ,------�__,.... __ Date._· .:....· __ ...., 
Division II I _____ _ 
/ 9  __ . 
Division IV ___ _ 
· Total __ _ 
DIRECTIONS FOR USING 
Schedule B 
1 .  Do not consult anyone in making your judgments. 
2. In rating a person on a particular tra�t, disregard every other trait but 
that one. Many ratings are rendered valueless because the rater allows 
himself to be influenced by a general favorable or unfavorable impression 
that he has formed of the person. 
3. When you have satisfied yourself as to the standing of this person in the 
trait on which you are rating him, indicate your rating by placing a cross 
( X) immediately above the most appropriate descriptive phrase. 
4. If you are rating a child, try to make your ratings by comparing him with 
children of his own age. 
5. The masculine pronoun (he) has been �sed throughout lfor convenience. 
It applies whether the person whom you are rating is male or female. 
6. In making your ratings, disregard the small numbers which appear below 
the descriptive phrases. They are for use in scoring. 
DIVISION I 
1. How intelligent is he ? 
Feeble- , Dhn 
minded · 
(5) (4) 
Equal ol average 
clll d on street 
(3) 
2. Is he abstracted or wide awake ? 
Frequently I l:ontinually • UsUally aDsorbed in b�mes present-
himself abstracted minded 
(5) (4) (21 
3. Is his attention sustained ? 
Attends Distracted : Jumps Dtilicult to 
rapidly from one ktlfc at task adequately 
thing to another un · completed 
(5) (4) (3) 
4. Is he slow or quick in thinking ? 
I f 
�with Extremely Sluggish, 
,.!ow Plodding otdinary speed 
(5) (4) (2) 
6. Is he slovenly or careful in his thinking ? 
Very Jov� 
I . I Iy 
I 
Inexact, Moderate 
and illogii A dabbler careful 
(5) (4) (2) 
6. Is he mentally lazy or active ? 
Interests Lethargic, Is ordinarily 
lazy and inert Idles along active 
(5) (3) (2) 
� 
Bdsht 
(2) 
Wide-
&wake 
(1) 
' Is absorbed 
in what he 
does 
(1) 
.Jle-
"'llinded 
(1) 
Cons�t 
and logicai 
(1) 
·flapr 
(1) 
7. Is he indifferent or does he take interest in things ? 
Is indifferent, Uninquisitive, Displays usual Interests 
Uncon�ed Rarely curiosity and are easily 
interested interest aroused 
(5) (4,) (1) (2) 
BriJi.ru: 
(1) 
:Keenly 
alive·and 
alert 
(3) 
Able to hold 
attiritio)l for 
long periods 
(2) 
' 
:..:...:.\. r�se 
(3) 
Shows� 
actiVJty 
(4) 
Hils consuming 
interest in almost 
everything 
(3) 
Score 
.. [ 3 ] Total, Division / __ 
DMSION IT 
8. Is he ,slovenly or n�t in personal appearance ?  
Unkeulpt, 
Very aloveoly 
(S) ' 
Rather 
negligent 
(4) . 
Incons¢01ous 
(2) 
I� coru:eme.d 
about c:lre!qj 
(1) 
9. How does he itllpress people with his physique and bearing ? 
RepUlsive 
(5) 
Makes an 
unfavorable 
impr.ession 
(4) 
Generally un­
notited physique 
and bearing 
(3) 
Makes a 
favorable 
impression 
()) 
10. Can he compete with others on a physical basis ? 
Weak and 
handicapped 
(5) 
Has some physical 
difficultil!\ 
(3) 
Can hold 
his own 
(2) 
11. What is his physical output of energy ? 
Extre111ely 
sluggish 
(5) 
Slow in 
action 
(3) 
12. Is he easily fatigued ? 
Shows quid 
exhaustion 
(4) 
Does not have 
ordinary 
endurance 
(3) 
Moves with 
required speed 
(2) 
Endures 
satisfactorily 
(1) 
b stronger 
than most 
(1) 
E I . nergettc, 
Vivacious 
(1) 
Rarely shows 
fatigue • 
(2) 
Fastidious, 
Foppish 
(3) 
Exotes 
admiration 
(1) 
Has excep­
tional strength 
(4) 
Over-active, 
Hyperkinetic, 
Meddling 
(4) 
Vnusually 
vigorous 
and robust 
(5) 
Behavior Rating 
Score 
13. How does he impress you with .regard to masculine or feminine traits ? 
(NoTE. If subject is male, rate on first line ; if female, use second line.) 
Is a "sissy" 
(5) 
A "tomboyh 
(5) 
Slightly ' elfemirtate 
(3) 
Somewhat 
boyish 
(4) 
Has ave�e 
boy qualities 
(1). 
Has :Jverage 
girl qualities 
(2) 
14. Does he lack nerve, or is he eourageous ? 
\Vhlte-kvesec�, dts Will ta.k� reAson-
Fearful ·"cold feet" p.ble' cban� 
(4-) (3) (1) 
Very 
masculine 
(2) 
Quite 
feminine 
(1) 
I Resolute 
(2) 
Entirely ritasculine, 
A "buck" 
(4) 
A " coquette," 
"Cli� vine" 
(3) 
Total, Division [[ __ 
115. Is he quiet or talkative ? 
I 
Spe� very 
rarely 
(3) 
I Usually 
quiet 
(1) 
DIVISION ill 
Upholds his 
end of talk 
(2) 
I 
Talks moR: than 
his share 
(4) 
Jabbers 
(5) 
Behavior Ratina 
Score 
16. Is his behavior (honesty, morals, etc.) generally acceptable to ordinary social 
standards ? 
u nacreptable, Occasional · t  Ordinan1y 
Extreme violations acceptable 
violations 
(5) (4) (3) 
17. What are his social habits ? 
Lives almost Fo
=al
few . Pursues usual 
entitely to social activities 
himself activities and customs 
(4) (3) (1) 
18. Is he shy or bold in social•relationships ? 
. I  II Tulud, Pamfu y 
self -conscious Frequently 
embarrassed 
(4) (2) 
19. Is his personality attractive ? 
� Re ve 
(5) 
I ' 
Disakfeeable 
(4) 
Self I · ·COnSCIOUS 
on occasions 
(1) 
unm!tbd. Colorleu, 
(3) 
20. How does he accept authority ? 
n�&lt Criti!:,l of 
authority 
(5) (4) 
21. How flexible is he ? 
Stubborn, I · Slow to accept 
Hidebound, new customs 
Nonconforniist and methods 
(5) (3) 
22. Is he rude or courteous ? 
Rude, 
Insulting, 
Insolent 
(5) 
Sometimes 
unmannerly, 
Saucy 
(4) 
cmul&rily 
obedient 
(3) 
coJorms 
willingly as 
necessity arises 
(2) 
Observes general 
conventions of 
civility and respect 
(3) 
Always 
acceptable 
(1) 
• Actively 
seeks social 
pleasures 
(2) 
ConJdent 
in himself 
(3) 
Co� 
{2) 
I 
Respectful, 
Complies 
by habit 
(1} 
Quick I to accept 
new customa 
and methods 
(1) 
Courteous, 
Gracious 
(1) 
23. Does he give in to others or does he assert himself ? 
Never userts 
self, 
Servile 
(5) 
Generally 
yields 
Holds his own, 
Yields when 
necessary 
(1) 
U. What tendency has he to criticize others ? 
Never 
criticizes 
(3) 
Rarely 
criticizes 
(1) 
Comments on 
outstanding weak­
nesses or faults 
(l) 
( 5 ] 
(2) 
Has a 
critical 
attitude 
(4) 
Bends backward, 
Very rigid 
standards 
(2) 
1\eters iOcial 
activities to 
all ebe 
(5) 
I 
Bold, 
Insensitive to 
social feeling& 
(5) 
M.Jeerc 
(t) 
E t1re1y I · ed n restgn , 
Aa:ept� all 
authority 
(2) 
Easil�aded, 
'd, 
Unstable 
(4) 
Elegant 
(2) 
Insistent, 
Ob11tinate 
(3) 
���y 
Rarely approves 
(5) 
Total, Division III--
DMSION IV 
25. Is he even-tempered or moody ? 
Stc:.id, 
Rare changes 
of mood 
(3) 
Generally 
very even­
tempered 
(1) 
Is happy or 
depressed as 
conditions warrant 
(2) 
26. �s he easily discouraged or is he persistent ? 
Melts before Gives up befpre Gives 
slight obstacles ,�Uh:quate everythi 
or objtictions trial a. fa.ir tri� 
(5) (3) (1) 
27. Is he generally depressed or cheerful ? 
D -� eJ ' 
Melancbdli�;, 
In the dumps 
(3) 
Oen� 
dispirited 
(4) 
28. Is he sympathetic ? 
Inimical, Unsympathetic, 
Aggra.va.ting, Disobliging, 
Cruel Cold 
(5) (4) 
U81111\}Y in 
good humor 
(1) 
Ordinarily 
friendly and 
cordial 
(2) 
Strong and 
frequent changes 
of mood 
(4) 
Persists untfl 
convinced ol 
mistake 
(2) 
I 
Cbeerfu], 
Anima.ted. 
Chirping (2) 
Sympathetic, 
Warm-hearted 
(1) 
Has periods of 
extreme elations 
or depressions 
(5) 
Never 
gives in, 
Obstinate 
(4) 
� ous 
(5) 
Very 
affectionate 
(3) 
Behavior Rating 
Score 
29. Hew does he react to frustrations or to unpleasant situations ?  
Very submissive, Tolerant, Generally Impatient Easily irritated, 
Long-suffering Rarely self -controlled Hot-headed, 
blows up Explosive 
(3) (2) (1) (4) (5) 
30. Does he worry or is he easy-going ? 
Constantly worrying I - I I . . I Apprehensive, Does not Easy-gomg Entirely care free. 
about something, Often worries worry without Never worries, pas many anxieties unduly cause Light -hearted 
(4) (2) (1) (3) (5) 
31. How does he react to examination or to discussion of himself or his probleb:ts ? 
Refuses flatly 
to co()pera.te 
(5) 
Volunteers 
nothing, 
Must be pumped 
(3) 
32. Is he suspicious or trustful ? 
Very suspicious, Ha.s to be 
Distrustful assured 
(5) (3) 
Conservatively 
cOOpera.t;ivc 
(2) 
Genemily 
unsuspicious 
and trustful 
(1) 
33. Is he emotionally calm or excitable ? 
No emotional re- Emotions Responds 
!ij)Onses, Apathetic, are slowly quite 
"Stuporous aroused normally 
(4) (2) (1) 
34. Is he negativistic or suggestible ? 
N=c, c 1 r I omp tes Is generally 
ontfl.lY slowly. ppen-minded 
(5) (4) OJ 
35. Does he act impulsively or cautiously ? 
Impulsive, Bolts, 
Acts on the spur 
of the moment 
(5) 
Frequently 
unreflective 
and imprudent 
(4) 
Acts with 
reasonable 
care 
(2) 
r 6 r 
Quite Willing 
to coOpera� 
(1) 
Somewhat 
gulboie 
(2) 
Is easily 
aroused 
(3) 
RatbJ easily 
persuaded 
(2) 
Deh"berate 
(1) 
Eodrely uninhibited, 
'fells evezything, 
Enjoys it 
(4.) 
Acce� every-
thing without 
question 
(4) 
Extreme reactions, 
Hysterical, 
High-strung 
(5) 
I 
Follows any 
suggestion 
(3) 
Ver:y cautious 
and calculating 
(3) 
Total, Division IV __ 
APPENDIX D 
AN ILLUSTRATION OF DIFFERENCES IN PLAY WITH •cREATIVE" MATERIALS 
Bobby� Unsooializ ed Aggressive 
Play Session XVI I I  
Therapist : "He llo Bobby . "  
Bobby : "Hello , "  ( looked around room) " I  read three books last 
night . "  
Therapist : "You really read a lot last night . "  
Bobby : "Yes I read until one o ' clock .  One of the books was just 
a short one though. I didn' t even go out to play . I just 
read . "  
Ther�pist : "You didn ' t  even go play . "  
Bobby : " I  had rather read than play - at home - but not at 
school . "  
Therapist : "You would rather play at school . "  
Bobby : 11Uh huh , there ' s  more people to pla.'y with . Lo ok1 here i s  
that old Indian head I carved . "  
Therapist : " It i s  still here . "  
Bobby : " It won' t b e  longl " (Began tearing it to bits . ) 
Therapist : •You will de stroy it . "  
Bobby : (Sat smiling , then began moulding clay with his h8nds . 
He worked slowly, but steadily, without a comment . 
Occas ional£.y he looked up smiling . He modeled a very 
elaborate Indian Chief ' s  head . ) "See ?" 
Therapist : "You made a big Chief . "  
Bobby : " I  1 11 put more on to it. 11 (Added war paint , ye llow head . 
Put dots of red clay on the faoe ) "His war colors . "  
Therapist : "You made his war colors . "  
Bobby : �ait . "  ( Made head dre s s  of feather s out o f  red clay) 
"Now I wish I oould make a body, but I can' t . "  
Therapiat a •tou feel you can' t  make a body. " 
Bobby : •I know I can' ' good. Wait , I' ll make a stand . "  (He 
shaped a stand and set the head on it . He added two 
hooks on the stand then made a bow and arrow and hung 
them on the hooks . )  8That 1 s some Indian Chieft "  
Therapiat : "That' s some Indian Chief t "  {We both looked at it and 
admired it ) "That' s all your time for today , see you 
Thursdq ." 
Bobby : "OK. Goodbye . "  
Basil , Socialized !ggressive 
Pl& Session n 
Therapist a "Hello Basil."  
Basil : "Hel lo , I was juat waiting for time to come . "  (Walked 
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by wedgie dolls , straightened them. Waved on to checkers ,  
arranged all the marbles in their pos itions , straightened 
paper and crayons , then picked up the anagrams . Very 
carefully spelled out his tu.ll name .  He lingered over 
this , standing with knees cloae together . When the name 
was spread out , he picked it up oa.refully and dropped it 
into the box so it could still be read . He then pounded 
the peg board vic iously for seven minutes . He got up and 
smiled . )  " I  guess I ' ll paint , how much more time do  I 
have ?" 
Therapist : "You have fif'teen minutes . • 
Basil :  "He spread out the paper, dampened it and using red paint , 
almost ooTered the paper. He then used a little blue to 
make a red violet oolor. He made designs with his fingers , 
palm and side ot his hand , then smoothing out the paint , 
he quickly outlined with one finger a woman' s head . It 
was a orude head that looked almost like a person seen in 
jungle pictures . He put a bone through the knot of hair. 
Looked at me grinning. )  "I  just made that and it looks 
like a head . "  
Therapilt a "It looks like a hard boiled person' s head. 11 
Basil : "I  can't draw so good .•  
Therapiat z •sometimes its tun to draw people ugly . "  
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Basil :  {He began adding to the picture . Added a cigarette , then 
made quite a nose . He erased these additions and added 
curls . He then wrote •Kiss ( reacher ) "  under the picture) .  
•soae of the boys say we aren't supposed to take these out 
of the room. " 
Therapiat : "!bats true Basil, what happens in' here doesn' t  belong 
outside . In here , during your thirty minutes ,  you may 
make aeything you want to and do or say anything you wish . 
The door is locked so no one will disturb us , but we don' t 
take the things out of the room. " {He showed no change of 
expression but slowly folded the picture and dropped it in 
the waste basket . Looked at me and smiled . )  "Good bye 
Basil , see you Friday."  
Basil z "OK. Goodbye . "  
APPENDlX E 
AN ILWST.RATION OF DIFFERENCES IN PlAY WITH DOLLS 
Jobnnz, Unsociali&ed !ggressive 
Pl� Session XVII 
Therapist : "Hello Johnny• 
I 
Johnny: "Hello" (Puffing as if out of breath) "Whewt I was not 
here this morning. "  
Therapist : •I believe you went to Junior High Sohool this morning . "  
Johnny : "Yep , I wish it could have been this afternoon instead 
of this morning."  
Therapist : •You would like it better to go this afternoon. "  
( Grinning and holding out a fountain pen) "$51. 00" 
Therapist : "t5l .OO" 
Johnny: "See this pen t Its an eversharp . "  
Therapist : "That is a good looking pen."  
Johnny: "I shouldn't be carrying it around . "  
Therapist : "You feel you should be oaretul with it . • 
Johnny: "I just use it for writing letters and thine;s , and for 
spelling . I had to quit spelling to oome in here . I ' d  
rather do it by myself �hough· .. " 
Therapist 1 •tou would rather have spelling by yourself!" 
Johnn;y: "If we miss a word we have to stay after sohool, and the 
kids might bother me . "  
Therapist : "You don' t want to take a chance on someone bothering you 
and you having to stay after school . "  
Jo�: (During this time he was doubling the arms of two clay 
figures so the hands became a part of the shoulders . He 
looked up hesitantly and put the car on top of one of the 
people . )  "I  am making a oar print on him. " 
. -
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Therapist : 11You are making a car print on him. 11 
Johnny : {At the acceptance from the therapist, he quickly ran the 
car over the doll )  "He got run over• (�ickly raced the 
car around with the siren screaming. ) "Here comes the 
ambulance� (Put man on top of car and raced it to other 
side of the table . Repeated car accident with other cl � 
figure and repeated ambulance scene . Reached for plastic 
doll , glanced up With flushed face , )  "This girl started 
across  the street , she looked one way and zoom, this car 
ran over her .  Ran over her and left her lying . "  
Therapist : 
Johnny : 
Therapi st : 
Johnny : 
Therapist : 
Job.D.ey : 
Therapist : 
( repeated same thing, one at a time with boy doll , baby 
doll , mother doll and big boy doll , then had the grand­
mother doll start across the street , and the car missed 
her, she went acros s .  The grandfather doll started acro s s  
the street where grandmother stood, car mis sed him� grand­
mother and grandfather stood looking at the family, then 
started back across  the street , arms around each other . 
The car hit both of them. ) �ell there they are all piled 
up . "  
"There they are all piled up and killed. " 
"No , they are not all dead , just hurt . Lets see which one 
is dead .11  (Picked up the mother doll , held it quite a while 
then 1-ring it down, picked up the grandmother doll . )  
11The grandmother i s  all that got killed . The rest are in 
the hospital . "  (Looked up smiling) "Well, thats my little 
program of safety. Boyt I sure look both ways .  One day a 
boy got hit on his bike on our street . It just kno�ked 
the breath out o f  him, but it sure messed up his bike . He 
was lucky . "  
"You think he was luc�. "  
(Picking up the gun and clicking it ) "He was really 
lucky."  (Picked up the clay and began mashing it with 
his hands . )  " Is there a bat�oom in here ?" 
"Not in here Jo�. " 
"I  just wondered, I thought there was ,  {pause )  do you mind 
if I go to the bathroom?• 
"You may go if you need to . "  
"Do you mind 1 I '  11 come right back . " 
Therapist : "You may go . "  
Johnny a 
Therapist : 
Johmlya 
"I' ll be back in 5 minutes." ( returned in six minutes , 
looked at the clock) 11I just about made it in five 
minutes." ( Continued shaping the clay.) 11Guess what I 
am making. 11 
•You like to make me guess." 
( Looked up �miling ) "Its f'un , 11 (Continued shaping the 
clay. Looked around at the walls.) 11Aren' t  those new 
pictures ?11 
Therapist: 11They were made and put up by the speeoh class. I don ' t  
know how long they have been here." 
· 
Johnny: "Do you have some crayons and paper ?" 
Therapist: "Yea, there are cr�yons and paper." 
Johnny: ( Began making a picture. When finished it was two green 
hills with a stream between, over which a bridge reached 
from hill to hill. On one hill stood a large tree. There 
were three clouds in the sky with the sun coming from 
behind one of' them. He finished this juet as the period · 
was over.) �ell, there it is. I ' ll juat leave it here. 
I ' ll see you." 
Therapiet a "Goodbye Johnny, see you Thursday." 
Johncy: "Goodpye , I '  11 see you." 
eyril, Socialized !ggressive 
Play Seesion �I 
Therapist: "Hello Cyril" 
Cyril a "Hellon (Sat down, pulled a comic book trom his pocket ) 
n is it all right to read � books in here ?" 
Therapiat a "This time is yours." ( He began spreading out the book) 
�en your teacher selected you to come in here , you were 
to come for ten weeks. This is the ninth week. You have 
three more times after today. You may use that time 
however you wish ," 
Cyril : "Three more times will be the end then ?" 
Therapiet: "Three more times in here." 
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Cyril : { Putting book back in pocket) "Then I will do something 
else . Could I use the board?" 
Therapist : �se any of these things as you wish . "  
Cyril : (Looked for chalk and couldn ' t  find it ) "Mar I go to the 
room for some chalk?" 
Therapist : �en you leave the room, you must wait until the next 
time to come b&ck. " 
Cyril : (Smiling ) "I ' ll do something else . "  { Picked up the gun 
and cl iqked it as he looked around . Laid it down and 
picked up knife , stabbed . at self, then unbottoned shirt 
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and stabbed at his heart. He let his shoulders slump and 
his head fall forward. He looked up and smiled ) " It 
wo rkedl " ( laid knife down and picked up the crayons . · He 
started draWing a horse , but before finiahing it he reached 
tor the gun, and turning the paper over, he drew a gun, 
very carefully filling in all the details .  When the 
picture was finished , he pushed it across the table , 
picked up the gun, and po inting it at the floor , cl icked 
it s everal times . During this clicking , he was looking 
at the therapist in a level,  direct way. He laid down the 
gun and picked up the father " doll . Beginning at the neck , 
he rolled it in a tight ball , then with both hands he 
twisted it in a wringing manner . His mouth was tens e and 
the co lor was ris ing in his face as he straightened out 
the doll . He stood . it up and shot it . )  "Fall down 1 11 
(He shook the table , making the doll fall down. Picked 
up the mother do ll , attempted to make it stand) "A great 
big old eighteen year old girl , can't stand up , aren ' t  you 
ashamed l "  · It stood after several maneuvers to balance it ) 
" It worked , I"ll say that to all of them. " (Picked up boy 
doll ) "You great b ig ten year o ld b� , o an ' t  you stand 
up? You ought to be ashamed . "  { Picked up grandmother 
doll ) "You big old seventy-eight year old lady , can' t you 
stand up ? You ought to be ashamed 1 "  { Kep-t twist ing at 
her legs ) "Your feet are so crooked . "  ( Stood up the girl 
do ll) "Great big eight year old girl , stand up t "  ( Picked 
up grandfather doll ) "You ninety-s ix year old man , no 
eighty-aeven year old man, can ' t  you stand up ?" . (Picked 
up father doll ) "You a thirty-six year old man , I guess 
I ' d  better make you fifty-six years old , can' t stand up . 
I ' m  a shamed of you1 11 ( Picked up the gun and aimed it at 
the doll s ) " I ' ll shoot all of you. " (Put gun against the 
table edge and shook it as he shot the gun. The dolls 
fe ll. He picked up the boy dol l )  "You poor thing, can ' t  
you even play the French Harp ? Took a harp from his 
pocket and placed it ag&inst the doll ' s  mouth . Then he 
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blew the harp as doll ' s  mouth was pressed against it . He 
repeated this with each doll ,' choo sing a tone that ·would 
match the doll ' s  voice . When all had taken a turn, he laid 
them aside, leaned back in his chair and blew the harp . The 
tones were soft, but no particular tune . He seemed relaxed 
as he played. Replaced the harp in his pocket , looked at 
the clock . )  �ell I guess thats all � time for today . "  
( Got up . )  
Therapist : "Goodbye Cyril , see you Wednesday." 
Cyril :  (Went hesitantly t o  the door , stood there a moment . )  
•Goodbye . "  
APPENDIX F 
AN ILLUSTRATION OF DIFFERENCES IN VERBALIZATION 
Brogr, Unsoc ial i&ed !ggress ive 
Play Session XVII.  
( Brody rushed into the room, his face very red . ) 
Therapist : "Hello Brody, how are you t oday?" 
Brody a nAl l right , I gue s s . I ' ll know at 3 t30. n 
r.herapist a "You guess you are all right , but you will know at 3 t30?" 
Bro�a "Five patro l boys just brought me in from the playground . " 
Therapist & "Oh?" 
Brody : "Five i s  all that could bring me in. I ' ll sure know at 
3 •30. " 
Therapist : "You will sure know at 3 :30. " 
Brody a "We were playing bal l ,  you know, and I was playing short 
stop and I caught the ball and t ouched him and he was 
supposed to be out , but he kept playing and I told him to 
stop and he hit me so I hit him. He started to run and I 
looked around . I didn' t know anything had happened , and 
there he lay just as red as a fire engine . He s aid I 
tripped him and he said he was going to get up and hit me 
in the stomach and I told him to just go ahead if he wanted 
to get beat up . I 've beat up enough people , and the patrol 
boys told me to come · tn and I said I woundn' t  and five of 
them ganged up on me , so I knew I had to c ome in . 
Therapist : "You :f'elt they ganged up on you and you knew you had to 
come in . " 
Brody : "Yes .  Well I have one �eet alib i . " 
Therapist : "You have an alibi ?11 
Brody • "One patrol boy saw the who le thing. He knows I didn ' t  
trip him. " 
therapist : "You think he will be fair . "  
Brody: "One boy would just love to see me get in trouble . "  
Therapist : "One boy wants to see you in trouble ?" 
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Brody: �ell I'm captain of the ball team and he doesn' t like it ."  
Therapist : 11You feel he doesn' t like for you to be captain of the a 
team. " 
Brody z 11Som.etimes he says ' Oh lets not go in. Lets play some 
more ' after the bell has rung . He curses too . He cursed 
me on the school ground today. I could report him. "  
Therapist : "You could report him."  
Brody: "But that wouldn' t help . "  
Therapist : "That wouldn' t help ."  
Brody: "I ' ll bet there will be twenty kids in the principal ' s  
office . "  
Therapist z "You really feel they will gang up on you. " 
Brody : " If I know Hill Top SohooH * When I start out of the door 
this afternoon there will b e  a gang waiting for me . "  
Therapist : 11Your stomach muat feel awful � thinking about it ."  
Brody : "I  don' t  feel so good. I ' m  not afraid to fight one or 
two � but my daddy told me if people gang up on me to use 
a olub over their head . "  
Therapist : "You would fight fair with one or two . "  
Brody: "Well they could gang up on me � but they might not." 
Therapiat :  8They could. but they might not . "  
Brody : "I 'm  not afraid to talk to the principal because he live s 
by me . "  
Therapist : "You thiDk living by him will protect you. " 
Brody : �ell no . but I thiDk he will be fair. •  
Therapist : "You think your principal will be fair . "  
• Name of school has been disguised. 
Brody' a " I' m re ally no t afraid be caus e I know I am right. Jliy 
teache r to ld us this morning that Thomas Jefferson 
belie ved you shoul d stand up for what you belie ve is 
right. Guilty people are the ones who s �, Oh, excuse 
me pl ease, I' ll be going. " ( This was said' in a ve ry 
s arcastic voice, while he had be en talking, he was 
fingering the map. Turning to me ,  he said, " I  know, 
l et' s play a game . "  
The rapis t a "You want me t o  play a game with you� " 
Brody t " I' ll take out o ne of these states and you gue s s  which 
one. " 
Therapis t :  "You want to mak e  me guess . u 
Bro dy :  "We will take turns. " 
The rapist a "What rules will we use t• 
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Brody a "We will take turns, and we will give five clues.  We will 
hol d  up the state from the back then we will guess. " 
(This give · and take situation l aste d fo r the remainder o f  
the pe riod, twel ve minute s .  H e  relaxe d  and the color o f  
his face was no rmal by the end o f . the perio d. H e  was able 
to abide � the rules of the game . )  
Therapis t :  "Thats all o ur time for to day, I' ll see you MOnday. " 
Brody : " I  hope I will be able . "  
The rapis t :  "Goodbye, s e e  you Mond�. " 
Buster, Socialize d Aggressive 
Play Sesaion VIII 
The rapist a "Hello Buater. " 
(B uster came into the roo m with sho ulde rs drooping, hands 
aho ve d in pockets, .walked to cente r o f  room and stood with 
his be.ok to me , gl ance d over his shoul der, s at down and 
picked up the ol&J. His back was co mpletely to therapist 
as he rolled o ut a long ro ll of clay and shaped e. snake. 
Aa he coiled. it, he half tur ne d to ' therapist. He laid it 
on the table , glance d at the clock, and made anothe r small 
snake, also in co il . He then picked up the bubbles. He 
flipped them off the ring at first instead of blowing 
them. He attempted to catch and hold the bubbles before 
they hit the floor . He carefully put the top on the jar 
and picked up the gun. He still had his back · to the 
therapist and the gun was pointed at the wall. He clicked 
it twice , twirled it around his finger and laid it down. 
He picked up the plastic doll and held it in his hand 
looking at it. )  
Therapist : "Tho•• dolls will bend � way you want them." 
(He began testing to see if they would break. ) 
Buster : "Some one has bent this one out of shape . "  (He pulled at 
their legs and stood the male ones  up , then laid them down 
He then picked up the grandfather doll, looked around, then 
put the grandmother ' s  arms around the grandfather' s  neok 
and made them dance . He looked around and grinned . He 
laid them down and began buildiDg with blocks. He built a 
garage and sealed it with the car ' inside . · He tore it down 
and carefully put the blocks away , got up, shoved his hands 
in his pockets and started out the door . )  
Therapist : "Goodbye Buster, see you Wednesday . "  
(He walked out the door without speaking or looking around . )  
